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  While her commitment to LGBTQ politics and art continues, her ability to live the carefree life
arrived screeching to a halt when she made a deal with the devil, er, her father to deal with him
in his last chapter of life.Once upon a time an individual lesbian woman lived a dynamic life of
travel, creativeness and career hoping.
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" It's not just religious cultural conservatives pushing this idea.A good find out about a good deed
One of the great problems gay people have faced through the years is the notion our sexuality is
somehow at odds with "family values.) It just seemed like the right move to make.But, the true
lives of gay men and lesbians have shown that that notion is definitely nothing more than a
fabrication.In providing those details, she crafts guidebook if sorts for others looking after aging
relatives. Simple, practical guidance, including using low tech solutions that will increase the
standard of living and protection for an ageing partner, friend or parent with some chuckles
privately. In this e-reserve, my pal and fellow film buff Debra Miller will that. She offers a
distinctive perspective, not really that of a left-wing, film-loving, passionate activist announcing
her sexuality to her Jewish father, but of a middle-aged lesbian taking care of that good guy in his
declining years.This daughter realizes that family values means caring for our loved ones if they
can no longer care for themselves. Which despite, as Miller writes in Chapter Two, her
estrangement from her Dad when her parents divorced. How hard could it be to sign up an
elderly mother or father for a transit support? She brought him down to Los Angeles and
produced space for him in her house.To be certain, she does offer some background on her
behalf coming out, her theory being that if people met and interacted with her, they might see
that she was "yet another human being (albeit person who is funny, smart and charming!) they
might disappear completely from [the] conversation knowing they fulfilled a gay one who had
not been the horned devil that they had imagined. An advisable guide into a different one of
those passages we weren't told about!It lets those of us who know Miller's snark close up see
more closely a far more patient side of the passionate woman's nature, her willingness to do
what needs to be done to have a tendency to her father's various requirements, from methods
to monitor him on her cell phone to making the toilet senior citizen friendly. Our lives usually do
not undermine the family structure - and we are in need of not really confront our parents and
siblings when developing. And she will this with her good-natured snark. Anyone who knows the
life span of a caregiver will find plenty of familiar moments right here, without the oppressive
sentimentality or super intense smiley faces. Many gay voices, less noisy today than these were
simply a few years ago, cried out telling us that coming out needed us to confront our families,
and that those families weren't nearly as important as our sexual orientation."In detailing her
choice to do the right matter, Debra Miller tells not just her own story, but also provides
additional proof that gay people aren't, to borrow her expression, horned devils. And, I
appreciated her practical tips and insights on many tools available to help both the caregiver and
parent to create everyone's life a bit more safe and comfy.With this e-publication, Miller helps
humanize the relationship between a middle-aged one and her elderly father.Oh, and it's really a
great read. And another windowpane in the real lives of gay people. Well, three fold, actually,
because there is an interesting thru line happening that is about the fact that most of us can be
feeble and die, and few of us below 70 really think about what that will mean daily. What's
interesting concerning this funny and surprisingly non-sentimental narrative (I was nervous
What's interesting about this funny and amazingly non-sentimental narrative (I was anxious, with
the topic matter, that it might be all Tuesdays with Morrie/Seniors Say the Darndest factors) is
that it is two-fold - a funny, concise consider what this means to look after an aging parent, but
also a genuine how-to in a manner that was very interesting to me, though I am neither elder
nor caretaker of elder. Extremely engaging and fun to learn. Not to mention lots o pictures!
Practicality with fun Debra's story about the journey with her dad through advancing levels of
Alzheimer's was, when you can imagine, very funny, touching and intensely thoughtful. Indeed,
oftentimes, it is the gay kids who take care of aging parents in their "golden years," years which



this writer has learned, just become gilded through a cherished one's efforts. Her problem
solving abilities are admirable--to say minimal! Well. She doesn't portray herself as a victim, nor
does she claim to be always a hero. She requires the good days combined with the s***ty ones,
and let's us know that yeah, she's doing more than surviving, she's even laughing about it.Writing
about her decision, Miller shows that she understands her duty as a daughter: "really I did not
experience like there was another choice (not to mention as I state that I realize there is ALWAYS
(sic) a choice. And take down notes! In between jokes are a ton of practical ideas.!.. Brava!
Anyone who's been there will acknowledge a kindred spirit."In her e-publication, Miller implies
that, at least in caring for her initially octogenarian - and today nonagenarian - father, she
actually is nearer to an angel than a devil, adjusting her existence to support his, taking him into
her house and building that place livable for him. In case you are old more than enough to keep
in mind the 1960's and are lucky enough to have a living parent, chances are he or she or they
today require "assistance". If you're a caregiver or sometime caregiver, or the one billed with
supervising and arranging for treatment giving, you either want guidance or could create a book.
Fortunately for us, Debra Miller falls in to the latter category. Well worth the few bucks it costs.
Highly recommended. Such a wonderful read! I kept putting off finishing ... Such a wonderful
read! I kept postponing finishing it because I didn't want it to end. Do yourself a favor, whatever
your situation is, and purchase this book! Five Stars Love Debra Miller! This is a wonderful book
which touches on the countless frustrations of elder care... The Daddy Cam photos are worth the
(VERY AFFORDABLE) price of this e-book. Having looked after an elderly parent long distance, I
was moved by Ms Miller's tale of living with her elderly father. This is a wonderful book which
touches on the many frustrations of elder .That estrangement notwithstanding, the lesbian girl
stepped directly into take responsibility when her step-mother died. She takes the good days
together with the s***ty ones Deb Miller has discussed this challenging passage in her lifestyle
with humor and grace... read this publication to find out. Debra Miller - very funny. And real
Thanks for composing, Debra Miller - very funny. And real. OY. Hilarious and touching
Wonderfully told with humor love and observations an advantage in the event that you enjoy
jewish families, radical lesbians, and life! This short ebook is interesting, very funny, and
frequently touching.Possibly the primary reason social attitudes toward gays and lesbian have
transformed significantly during the past quarter century is that folks have been telling our tales.
Also, some good tips to be employed with people who have developmental disabilities. must
read Wonderful, funny and insightful tale of caring for an aging parent while trying to keep up
one's own life. Essential read for all of us faced with aging parents and active lives!
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